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BACKGROUND INF'ORMATION AND SUMMARY ON EVALUATION OF THE
EPIDEMIOLOGICAL IMPACT OF APOC ACTIVITIES

(DOCUMENT JAF3/INF/DOC.I) AND STUDTES OF THE LONG-TERM
TMPACT OF CDTI ON TRANSMTSSTON (DOCUMENT JAF3/rNF/DOC.2)

One of the responsibilities of APOC is to determine the long-term social, clinical and
epidemiological impact of Community directed treatment with Ivermectin (CDTI). The Technical
Consultative Committee (TCC) deliberated during its second session in September 1996, on the need
for the Programme to develop a plan for the longitudinal assessment of the impact of CDTI, and it
reached consensus on the following:

(i) there was a need to measure the impact of ivermectin on transmission, clinical disease
(both skin and ocular), quality of lfe, and if possible the socioeconomic life of people.

(ii) there was a need to define the methodology in the context of the relevant existing
socioeconomic and epidemiological information.

(iii) there was a need to begin with the collection of baseline data for impact assessment,
in selected siles as soon as possible.

TCC therefore recommended the establishment of an "Ad hoc" group mandated to prepare a

position paper on the objectives and appropriate methodology for assessing the impact of APOC
supported CDTIs. Such a group would include some TCC members together with individuals with
expertise in social science (with particular experience in quality of life issues), health economics,
epidemiology of onchocerciasis, etc. The group would produce a document with a budget and time plan,
to be submitted for consideration by the TCC. The committee reiterated that the problem of impact
assessment should be considered regionally and therefore funded separately by APOC.

Following this recommendation, the Ad hoc committee was constituted and held its first meeting
in Ouagadougou from 9 to I I December 1996.
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The committee's report covered detailed indicators on

Transmission and parasitological prevention
Skin lesions
Eye diseases

Social impact and

Economic impact.

One of the recommendations of the Ad hoc committee was to contract experts to produce
detailed protocols and budget on the epidemiological, social and economic aspects of the impact
evaluation. Such protocols gave an estimated budget for the evaluation per site of one million US
dollars involved about 100 personnel in any one team to provide requisite.

The Ad hoc committee report and the detailed protocols were submitted to the TCC in April
1997 during its third session.

TCC deliberated on the report and protocols and recommended a less ambitious evaluation
using fewer relevant indicators which should be undertaken in all APOC project sites and to cover
indicators of impact on skin and eye disease, the effect of ivermectin on transmission, indicators on

quality of life and health of the population, indicators on ability to work and of school attendance.

On the basis of the above recommendations and following the inputs from other experts on the

Ad hoc committee's report, a group was convened which modified both the indicators and the

methodology. In this regard, two protocols for the evaluation of epidemiological impact of APOC
activities and Studies on the long-term impact of CDTI on transmission are produced (see documents:

JAF3/INF/DOC.2 & JAF3/INF/DOC.3). These documents were then reviewed by TCC4.

1. The following conclusions relate to the evaluation of the epidemiological impact:

(i) Four teams will be formed to carry out the evaluation tp to 22 sites in APOC
countries. Each team will consist of one or two ophthalmologists, one or two
dermatologists or clinicians, two assistants for the Wu-Jones machines, a coordinator
and a local helper.

(iD The professionals in each team will be trained for standardization of techniques and

procedures shortly (no later than October 1997) for about 14 days. The venue for the

workshop should allow easy access to both patients and materials, facilitate training
and provide adequate administrative and secretarial support.

(iii) A pilot study will be organized as part of or following the training.

(iv) It may be necessary to include a social scientist in some of the sites to collect data on

the community's views and acceptance of the APOC activities while the possibility of
conducting a more detailed social impact assessment study is being considered.

(v) It is suggested that following the baseline evaluations, the second assessment be done
after five years and the third assessment after nine to ten years. Thought should be

given to maintaining the structure and the skills of the members of the teams since the

gap of 4 to 5 years between evaluations could create problems.

2. With regard to the shrdies on the long-term effect of CDTI on transmission, it is proposed that
DNA assay on pools of black flies to determine the level of infectivity be carried out. The baseline
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material could be handled by the laboratory at Bouak6 and subsequently, after four and eight years

Iaboratories in some APOC countries could take over. Appropriate training strategies will be

developed during this time.

3. The economic indicators have not been considered explicitly in this report. However, it is

hoped that the information on the economic impact of control, as suggested by other workers, can be

obtained by extrapolation from the results of the epidemiological evaluation and by using recent
information on the relationship between disease burden and socioeconomic impact.
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